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Blockchain Explained: A Technology Guide to the Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Fintech RevolutionAre you
seeking to find out about blockchains and what else to consider when investing in cryptocurrencies like

bitcoin? Inside we talk about how to get started properly with purchasing bitcoins and storing this fresh
form of money, and also using it to carry out transactions of business.Obtain an in-depth overview about
blockchains, bitcoins and more. In this ebook we look to answer the common questions about this fresh,
emerging segment of financial technology.Purchase today for your insider's guidebook to blockchains and

how it supports the digital currency of the internet.

continue reading

I Finally Understand Bitcoin! Not a technology information, but an op-ed piece No actual discussion of the
underlying technology. I did not understand it at all, but found it intriguing. This is the only guide you need
if you're looking to understand bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. Bitcoin has transferred from the fringe to
cultural acceptance. Save your money and read Wikipedia I possibly could have acquired the same info
reading a blog page on the web. Simmons clearly describes why one would invest in cryptocurrencies, based
on the privacy and solvency problems of traditional banks. He hails cryptocurrencies as a laissez-faire
medium to a really free approach to trade, locally, nationally, and especially, internationally. One Star Very
superficial and biassed book. Simmons provides many resources for further study and recommends
particular pathways to purchase. He even includes information regarding accepting cryptocurrencies within
your own business. After scanning this book, I feel like I can actually have an informed conversation about
Bitcoin. Nonetheless it did have slot of distain for banks and all of the reasons we should not trust the,
with our money. A few years ago I invested a little money in bitcoin. I also like the cover of the book. Yes
banking institutions do "create money" in the form of loans supported by their deposits. But obtaining a
loan for a major purchase could be difficult without banking institutions, which is the purchase that drives
our economy. This book, finally, provides helped me understand bitcoin and cryptocurrencies. No technical
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depth since it pretty much reminded me of notes taken from a consulting PowerPoint slide. I still can't
state that I understand the technology properly, but I really do not feel that is critical, provided that I
focus on how it is working as a trade vehicle for me. A must in case you are seeking knowledge! It's
definitely not a technology guide.! Recently, I have been happy to see more internet sites accepting it, and
also have used it for purchases several times. The writer provides really good resources of methods we can
acquire more information about cryptocurrencies. Understanding is the first thing that we have to do in
order to decide if that is something that we wish use or that people are on board with. The author also
recommends how exactly we can invest once we understand it and if it suits our business. This handbook
can be for beginners along with those that seek more knowledge.
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